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Abstract
In this paper we extend computability theory to the spaces of continuous, upper semi-continuous
and lower semi-continuous real functions. We apply the framework of TTE, Type-2 Theory of
Eectivity, where not only computable elements but also computable functions on the spaces can
be considered. First some basic facts about TTE are summarized. For each of the function spaces,
we introduce several natural representations based on dierent intuitive concepts of \eectivity"
and prove their equivalence. Computability of several operations on the function spaces is in-
vestigated, among others limits, mappings to open sets, images of compact sets and preimages
of open sets, maximum and minimum values. The positive results usually show computability
in all arguments, negative results usually express discontinuity. Several of the problems have
computable but not extensional solutions. Since computable functions map computable elements
to computable elements, many previously known results on computability are obtained as simple
corollaries. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Computability; Eective analysis; Continuous real function;
Semi-continuous real function
1. Introduction
Computability theory begins (w.l.o.g.) with an explicit denition of the computable
functions on the set  of nite strings over some nite alphabet , e.g., by means of
Turing machines [16, 21]. Computability can be transferred from  to other countable
sets M by means of notations  :  ! M , where nite strings are used as names
of objects x 2 M . Then a function f on M is called computable, if some Turing
machine transforms any name of any x 2 M to a name of f(x). Examples of notations
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are the binary notation of the nonnegative integers or an \admissible" notation of all
computable word functions by means of Turing machines [16, 21].
Although the kind of computability induced on the set M depends crucially on the
notation, in practice there is a tacid agreement about so called \eective" or \admissi-
ble" notations, which are considered almost exclusively (cf. [13, 16, 21, 27]). Since the
set  is countable, this methods, however, cannot be applied to uncountable sets like
real numbers, compact subsets of real numbers or continuous real functions, which are
objects in Analysis.
Type 2 Theory of Eectivity, TTE, generalizes the above concepts (see [10, 24]).
Computable functions on the uncountable set ! of innite sequences are dened
explicitly [20{22] by \Type 2 machines" (TT-machines), i.e., Turing machines with
innite one-way input and output tapes. Computability can be transferred to other un-
countable sets M by means of representations  : ! ! M , where innite sequences
p 2 ! serve as names.
For the set of real numbers, several representations have been considered in the
past, e.g., by (1) fast converging Cauchy sequences of rational numbers (the \Cauchy
representation"), (2) Dedekind cuts, (3) sequences of nested intervals with rational end-
points, (4) innite decimal expansions, (5) innite binary expansions. Robinson [15]
has shown that the computable real numbers, i.e., those numbers which have a comput-
ble name p 2 !, are the same for all these representations. However, the computable
real functions are the same only for the cases (1) and (3). Decimal representation
seems to be very natural at rst glance. But surprisingly, not even multiplication by
3, i.e., f(x) := 3x, is computable on decimal expansions (see [21]). This contradicts
our intuition and shows that representations have to be chosen very carefully for es-
tablishing reasonable computability concepts, say, for analysis. In the above case, (1)
and (3) turn out to induce the desired same natural computability concept on the real
line, while (2), (4) and (5) can be excluded already for unnatural topological proper-
ties. Thus, a real function f is computable, i there is a TT-machine which maps any
Cauchy-name of x to a Cauchy-name of f(x), for any x 2 dom(f).
According to TTE, every computable real function is continuous, because every
initial segment of the output of a TT-machine depends only on a nite portion of
the inputs. This seems to be an unpleasing limitation which restrains us from dis-
cussing eectivity of some discontinuous functions with \pseudo-eectivity". Lower
semi-continuous (l.s.c. in short) and upper semi-continuous (u.s.c. in short) real func-
tions are two important examples of such functions. From classical analysis we know,
that a real function f is l.s.c. i lim inf x!a f(x)>f(a) for any a 2 R, while f
is continuous if limx!a f(x) = f(a) for any a 2 R. Upper semi-continuous func-
tions are dened accordingly. The discussion about l.s.c. functions has both theo-
retical and practical importance in analysis, topology, optimization and variational
calculus (see [5, 6, 8, 17]). Usually, l.s.c. functions have \well behaved" points of
discontinuity.
Example 1. A l.s.c. function f with two points of discontinuity (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Example of l.s.c. function.
The function f above has two typical points of discontinuity. At x = x0, f has a
jump and f(x0) = lim inf x!x0 f(x). At x = x1 value of f(x1) drops from the other
values of f in its neighbourhood.
Intuitively, the function f above looks quite \eective" in the sense that we can
\calculate easily" the value f(x) for any real number x. Unfortunately, f is in fact not
computable because it is not continuous. Hence it is beyond the scope of current theory
of computability. The diculty here is, that we have no eective way to determine,
say, whether x = x1 if x is given by a fast converging Cauchy sequence of rational
numbers. On the other hand, from a classical result of Baire, if f is l.s.c., then there
is a subset AR which is a countable intersection of dense open sets such that f is
continuous at every piont of A. That is, the set of discontinuous points of any l.s.c.
function is relatively sparse in the real line. For the u.s.c. functions the situation is
similar. These considerations show that we have a good reason to study eectivity also
for semi-continuous functions. This is the main purpose of our paper.
In this paper we shall consider simultaneously upper semi-continuous, lower semi-
continuous and continuous (i.e., upper and lower semi-continuous) real functions. Ac-
cording to various analytical characterizations of semi-continuity and continuity, we will
introduce ve representations for each of these classes. We prove that these ve repre-
sentations are equivalent which means that they induce the same computability theory.
In the following discussion we consider only the lower semi-continuous functions.
Our rst representation is derived from the topological denition of semi-continuous
functions. Let R be the real line topology generated by the open intervals (a; b) with
rational endpoints, and let < be the \left topology" of real line generated by the in-
tervals (a;1) with rational left endpoints. A real function f is lower semi-continuous,
i f−1(a;1) 2 R for all rational numbers a. We shall consider p 2 ! as a \name"
of a lower semi-continuous real function f, i p enumerates all triples (a; b; c) such
that [a; b]f−1(c;1).
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In the second representation, a name is a \program" for a TT-machine. There is some
\universal" computable function u, such that for any continuous function g : ! !
! there is a p 2 ! such that u(p; q) = g(q) (for the precise denitions see Section
2), i.e., p can be used as a \name" of g. Let c be the Cauchy representation of real
numbers associated with the topology R, and let < be the left-cut representation of
real numbers associated with the topology <. Then a real function f is lower semi-
continuous, i fc(q) = <g(q) for some continuous function g : ! ! !. We
shall use any sequence p 2 ! with u(p; q) = g(q) as a \name" of f.
For the third representation we observe, that a real function f is lower semi-
continuous i its hypograph hypo(f) := f(x; a) 2 R2 : a < f(x)g is an open set.
There is some standard representation of the open subsets of R2. Let p be a name of
f, if it is a name of the open set hypo(f).
By a theorem of Baire [2] every lower semi-continuous function on [0; 1] is the
pointwise supremum of a sequence of rational polygon functions. (This is a gener-
alization of the classical Weierstrass approximation theorem for continuous functions
[17].) We introduce two further representations based on this theorem: p is a name of
f, i p lists all rational polygon functions below f; q is a name of f if q encodes
an increasing sequence of polygon functions converging to f pointwise.
Since the above representations are equivalent, the induced computability theory on
the set of lower semi-continuous functions is quite natural. This remark holds for the
upper semi-continuous functions and for the continuous functions accordingly.
Many operations F on the above function spaces turn out to be computable, i.e.,
there is a computable function which maps names (p1; : : : ; pk) 2 (!)k of an argument
x := (x1; : : : ; xk) to a name of its image F(x). Examples: the operation (f0; f1; : : : ) 7!
supn fn for a bounded sequence of lower semi-continuous functions (this result eec-
tivizes Baire’s classical result); the operation (a; f) 7! fx 2 R : f(x) > ag for real
number a and lower semi-continuous function f (a standard representation of the open
subsets of R2 is used); the minimum (f; A) 7! minff(x) : x 2 Ag, where f is lower
semi-continuous, A is compact with some standard representation w and the result is
represented by a <-name.
There are other problems which cannot be solved by a computable function on the
objects but only by a computable function on the names which is not \extensional"
(which means that it does not always map equivalent names to equivalent ones).
As an example we can consider the following classical theorem: For every lower
semi-continuous function f and every upper semi-continuous function g with 8x 2
R(g(x)6f(x)), there is a continuous function h such that 8x 2 R(g(x)6h(x)6f(x)).
We show that some computable function determines for any name of f and any name
of g a name of h with the desired property. We show also that such a function cannot
be extensional.
Finally we compare our computability concept with a denition of \recursive lower
semi-continuous" functions suggested by Ge and Nerode [7].
After recalling some basic facts of TTE in Section 2, we introduce ve representa-
tions simultaneously for continuous, l.s.c. and u.s.c. functions in Section 3 and prove
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their equivalence. In Section 4, we consider various operations on functions spaces
and prove eective versions of several classical results and we show that some of the
classical results can not be eectivized extensionally. The last section is devoted to
computability of l.s.c. and u.s.c. functions.
2. Basic TTE and the Representation Theory
In this section, we introduce some basic notations and facts from TTE which are
necessary for our later discussions (for more details and further references see [10, 24]).
At rst we x some notations.
By f : A ! B we denote a partial function from A to B. If A = dom(f), we
write f : A ! B as usual. Let N be the set of natural numbers and let  be a nite
alphabet which contains 0, 1 and all other symbols we will use later.  and !
are the sets of all nite words and all innite sequences over , respectively. More
generally,  will denote a1  a2      an for  = a1a2 : : : an 2 f; !gn. For a
word or sequence x, x(i) denotes i-th symbol of x. If x 2 , then jxj denotes the
length of x. For p 2 ! and n 2 N, p j n denotes the initial segment of p of length
n, i.e., p j n = p(0)p(1) : : : p(n− 1). For any x; y 2  and any p; q 2  [ ! with
p = xyq, x is a prex of p (denoted by x  p), y is a subword of p (denoted by
y @ p) and q is a sux of p (denoted by p  q). For sets A; BS!, we dene
the sets xA := fxy : y 2 Ag and AB := fyz : y 2 A & z 2 Bg.
We assume that the reader is familiar with computability on N and , which
is the topic of classical computability theory (see [16, 21]). We call an innite se-
quence p 2 ! computable, i there is a computable function f :  !  such
that f(0i) = p(i) for all i 2 N. Similarly, a sequence (pn)n2N is computable if
there is a computable function g :  !  such that g(0n; 0i) = pn(i), for all
n; i 2 N.
Classical recursion theory or computability theory introduces computability of func-
tions on N or  by, e.g., Turing machines. In TTE, computability for functions
f : Y1      Yn ! Y0 with Y0;    ; Yn 2 f; !g is dened by Type-2 Turing
machines (TT-machines for short) which are Turing machines with nite or one-way
innite input and output tapes. The function fM : Y1      Yn !  computed
by TT-machine M is dened as follows: fM (q1; : : : ; qn) = x i the machine M with
input (q1; : : : ; qn) halts with x 2  written on the output tape. And the function
fM : Y1      Yn ! ! computed by a TT-machine M is dened as follows:
fM (q1; : : : ; qn) = p i the machine M with input (q1; : : : ; qn) computes forever writing
p 2 ! on the output tape.
TTE uses also some basic notations and facts from topology (see e.g. [4, 6]). We
shall consider the discrete topology d := fA :Ag on  and the Cantor topology
C := fA! :Ag on !. The set fx! : x 2 g is a base of C . As a funda-
mental property, every function computed by a TT-machine is continuous. This is the
mathematical way of expressing, that for any TT-machine any nite portion of the
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output depends only on nite portions of the inputs. A set X ! is called recursively
enumerable (r.e. in short), i X = A! for some r.e. set A.
In TTE, machines transform \names" of \abstract" objects, where names are words
x 2  or innite sequences p 2 !. A naming system of a set M is either a notation,
i.e. a surjective function  :  ! M , or a representation, i.e. a surjective function
 : ! ! M . If  is an naming system and (p) = x, then we call p a -name of
x. Naming systems are not necessarily total or injective. Usually, an object has many
dierent names. All the names of same object are called equivalent.
Example 2. Suppose that a 2 f; !g and let x 7! Mx be an \eective" notation of
all TT-machines of type \!! ! a". It is not dicult to see that fMx(p; ) is a
continuous function for any xed x 2  and p 2 !. Let F!a be the class of all such
functions, i.e., F!a = ffMx(p; ) : ! ! a : p 2 ! & x 2 g. As shown in [22],
any continuous function f : ! ! ! has an extension in F!a (see also Theorems
3.2.12/13 in [21]).
For a 2 f; !g dene a total representation !a : ! ! F!a by !a(hx; pi)(q) =
fMx(p; q) for any x 2  and p; q 2 !, where h ; i : ! ! ! is a standard
pairing function. The function !a(p) is often denoted by !ap . This representation
is very similar to the \admissible Godel numbering" ’ of the computable functions
f : N! N [16, 21] in the following way:.
{ Every continuous function f : ! ! a has an extension in F!a;
{ The universal function u : !! ! a dened by u(p; q) := !a(p)(q) is com-
putable (the utm-theorem);
{ For any computable function g : !! ! a there is a computable function s :
! ! ! such that g(p; q) = !a(s(p))(q) (the smn-theorem).
Therefore, (!; F!a; !a) is a structure, so called, BRFT (Basic Recursive Function
Theory) in the sense of Strong [18], and hence also an Eective Applicative Structure
in the sense of Asperti and Ciabattoni [1].
Naming systems can be compared by reducibilities. Computability and continuity are
transferred from  and ! to M by means of naming systems as follows:
Denition 2.1. Let  : a ! M and 0 : b ! M 0 be naming systems for a; b 2
f; !g. Then we dene
1. 6t0 (t-reducible) or 60 (reducible), i there is a continuous or computable
function h : a ! b, respectively, such that (p) = 0h(p) for all p 2 dom() (we
shall say \h translates  to 0");
2.  t 0 i 6t0 and 06t;   0 i 60 and 06;
3. An element x 2 M is -computable, i (p) = x for some computable p 2 a;
4. A set X M is -open or -r.e., i −1(X ) = V \ dom() for some open or r.e.,
respectively, subset V of a;
5. A function f : M ! M 0 is (; 0)-continuous or (; 0)-computable, i there is
a continuous or computable function h : a ! b, respectively, such that f(p) =
0h(p) for all p 2 −1dom(f) (we shall say \h encodes f w.r.t. (; 0)");
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6. A relation QMM 0 is (; 0)-continuous or (; 0)-computable, i there is a con-
tinuous or computable function h : a ! b, respectively, such that ((p); 0h(p)) 2
Q whenever (p) is in the rst projection of Q.
7. A function g : M ! M 0 is a choice function of a relation Q i (x; g(x)) 2 Q
for all x in the rst projection of Q.
8. The nal topology  of a representation  is a topology on M dened by  :=
fAM : −1(A) = BT dom() for some open set Bag.
The denition can be extended easily from M to M1  Mk . Two naming systems
induce the same computability (continuity) theory on a set, i they are equivalent (t-
equivalent). For countable sets we shall usually consider \standard" notations, which
are often called \eective" (for a discussion see [13, 21, 24, 26]).
Example 3. Dene N :  ! N and Q :  ! Q by N (1i+1) = i and
Q(1i+101j+101k+1) = (i − j)=(k + 1) for i; j; k 2 N. Then N and Q are eective
notations of N and Q, respectively. We use the abbreviation: u := Q(u).
Let Int be the set of all open intervals with rational endpoints. Its standard rep-
resentation I :  ! Int is dened by I(u00v) := ( u; v) for u; v 2 dom(Q). For
n > 1, the standard notation I (n) of the set Int(n) of n-dimensional cubes with rational
boundaries is dened accordingly. We often write I (n)u for I (n)(u). For any set U , its
closure is denoted by U .
In the following we shall say that sequence p enumerates a set A if p = ]u0]u1]u2]
   and A = fun : n 2 Ng (we assume tacidly that ] does not apear in un). In this
case, ui is often denoted by pfig.
Example 4. Dene the representations !;  ; c : ! ! R by !(p) = x ( (p)
= x, or c(p) = x ) i p enumerates an innite sequence (un)n2N such that ( un)n2N
is an increasing (decreasing or fast converging Cauchy, respectively) sequence and
limn!1 un = x.
Given a fast converging Cauchy sequence ( un)n2N, we can construct eectively an
increasing sequence ( vn)n2N such that limn!1 un = limn!1 vn by inductive denition:
v0 := u0 − 2, and vn+1 := umn , where mn := m > n( um − 2−m+1 > vn). Therefore,
there is a computable function h : ! ! ! such that h(p) enumerates (vn)n2N, if
p enumerates (un)n2N. Thus, h translates c to !, i.e., c6!. But the inverse is
not true, hence c 6 !.
A real number x is -computable i x is computable in the classical sense [12, 15]).
If x is -computable, then it is also !-computable. The inverse is false.
A real function f : R! R is (; )-computable (continuous) i it is computable
(continuous) in the standard sense. But if f is (; !)-continuous, then f is only l.s.c.
(see Denition 3.1, Theorem 2 and Example 5).
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For many uncountable sets M , the representations derived from \information struc-
tures" [24] are of particular importance.
Denition 2.2. An information structure is a triple (M; ; ), where M is a set with
at most continuum cardinality,  is a countable subset of 2M of \atomic properties"
which identies points (i.e. fA 2  : x 2 Ag = fA 2  : y 2 Ag =) x = y for any
x; y 2 M), and  is a notation of . The standard representation  : ! −! M of
(M; ; ) is dened by
(p) = x () p enumerates the set fw : x 2 (w)g:
The representations which are t-equivalent to the standard representation of some in-
formation structures are called admissible.
Let  be the smallest topology on M containing  (as a subbase). The topology 
and the standard representation  are closely related: A 2  i A is -open, for all
AM . That is,  is the nal topology of .
By the denition, a -name p of x 2 M enumerates all \atomic properties" from
 which are satised by x. Although the set of such \atomic properties" is uniquely
determined by x, there are (uncountably) many dierent ways to enumerate them. Hence
x has always (uncountably) many dierent -names. In fact, standard representations
are not \one-to-one".
Example 5. Let < := f(a;1) : a 2 Qg, > := f(−1; a) : a 2 Qg and  :=
f(a; b) : a; b 2 Qg be three sets of \atomic properties" of R, and their notations <,
> and  be dened by <(u) := ( u;1), >(u) := (1; u) and (ucj v) := ( u; v)
for all u; v 2 dom(Q), respectively. Then (R; <; <), (R; >; >) and (R; ; ) are
information structures. Let <, > and  be their standard representations, respectively,
then we obtain:
<(p) = x () p is a list of all u 2 dom(Q) with u < x,
>(p) = x () p is a list of all u 2 dom(Q) with u > x, and
(p) = x () p is a list of all ucj v with u; v 2 dom(Q) and u < x < v.
It is easy to see that their corresponding nal topologies are < := f(y;1) : y 2
Rg [ fRg, > := f(−1;y) : y 2 Rg [ fRg and R (the usual real line topology),
respectively.
Notice that a <-name p of x enumerates all rational lower bounds of x and only
\suciently many" such bounds are enumerated by !-name. But they are equivalent,
i.e., we have
<  ! & >   &   c: (1)
The following properties can be proved easily:
> 6 < & < 6 > & 8(6< & 6> () 6): (2)
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Informally, a computer (Turing machine) manipulates -names of atomic properties.
As a name of an object x 2 M we consider any innite list of all (!) properties
A 2  which hold for x. Every nite prex of a -name p of x contains only nitely
many atomic properties of x which \approximate" x. Mathematically, this kind of
approximation is described by the topology . Since  identies points, it is a T0{
topology [6]. Computability on  and via  on M are xed by the notation , which
expresses how atomic properties can be handled concretely. Thus for any information
structure (M; ; ),  characterizes approximation and  computability on M .
Recall that for topological spaces (X; ) and (X 0; 0) a possibly partial function f :
X ! X 0 is called (; 0)-continuous, i for all A0 2 0, f−1(A0) = A \ dom(f) for
some A 2 . As usual, we shall say \continuous" for short, if  and 0 are obvious.
Topological continuity and continuity with respect to naming systems are connected in
the best possible way by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3 (Basic Theorem for Admissible Representations Kreitz and Weihrauch
[10]). Let (M; ; ) and (M 0; 0; 0) be information structures,  and 0 the standard
representations, and  and 0 the nal topologies of  and 0 , respectively. A
function f : M ! M 0 is (; 0)-continuous i f is (; 0)-continuous.
We introduce a representation (n)o of the set of open subsets of Rn via an information
structure and a second one 0(n)o explicitly.
Denition 2.4. For n 6= 0, we dene a representation (n)o of the set (n)R of open subsets
of Rn via the information structure ((n)R ; ; ), where  is dened by U 2 (v) ()
I
(n)
v U . Dene a representation 0(n)o of the set (n)R explicitly by 0(n)o (p) =
SfI (n)v :
]v] @ pg for all p 2 ! such that 8u(]u] @ p! u 2 dom(I (n))).
Thus (n)o (p) = U , i p is a list of all (!) closed rational cubes contained in U ,
and 0(n)o (p) = U i p is a list of open rational cubes which exhaust U . These two
representations are equivalent. The (n)o -computable open sets have been called r.e.-open
[7, 9, 10, 14, 21, 24, 26].
We introduce two representations w and  of the set K(R) of compact subsets of
R by information structures (K(R); w; w) and (K(R); ; ), respectively, as follows.
Let L be some standard notation of the set of all nite subsets of Int. Then (see
[10, 11, 22{24])
A 2 w(u) () A
[
L(u);
A 2 (u) () A
[
L(u) & 8J 2 L(u)(A \ J 6= ;):
Thus, w(p) = A and (q) = A i p enumerates all nite covers of A by rational
open intervals and q enumerates all nite covers of A by rational open intervals which
intersect A. In [25], representations of open and closed subsets of Rn are discussed in
detail.
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For any functions f; g : X ! R, we will use the following conventions: f < g
(or f6g) means dom(f) = dom(g) and 8x 2 dom(f)(f(x) < g(x)) (or 8x 2
dom(f)(f(x)6g(x)) ); y < f(I) means 8x 2 I \dom(f)(y < f(x)) for any interval
I R.
3. Representations of the function spaces
For operating on function spaces eectively, we introduce representations of them.
In this section we dene several representations of spaces of continuous and semi-
continuous real functions and study the reducibility properties between them.
Remember that R is the standard topology of R, and <, > are the left and right
topologies on R. In the following denition of continuous and semi-continuous real
valued functions we use the real line topology R, the left topology < and the right
topology >.
Denition 3.1. Let (X; ) be a topological space. A function f : X ! R is called
continuous, lower semi-continuous (l.s.c. ) or upper semi-continuous (u.s.c. ), i it
is (; R)-continuous, (; <)-continuous or (; >)-continuous, respectively. By C(X ),
LSC(X ) and USC(X ) we denote the sets of continuous, l.s.c. and u.s.c. total functions
f : X ! R, respectively.
For the classical theory of continuous and semi-continuous functions the reader
should consult some textbook (e.g., [2, 6, 17]). In this paper we shall study mainly
the cases X = R and X = [0; 1]. For obtaining natural representations, we derive them
from information structures. The next denition gives the rst kind of such represen-
tations which is induced directly from the Denition 3.1.
Denition 3.2. Information structures (C(R); ; ), (LSC(R); 4; 4) and (USC(R);
5; 5) are dened by their notations as follows:
(i) f 2 (w) () (w = ucj v and f( I u) Iv),
(ii) f 2 4(w) () (w = ucj v and f( I u)> v),
(iii) f 2 5(w) () (w = ucj v and f( I u)< v).
Let , 4 and 5 be the derived standard representations, and , 4 and 5 be
the derived topologies, respectively.
We have to show that the subbases identify points.
Lemma 3.3. The sets , 4 and 5 above identify points in the sense of Denition
2.2.
Proof. We prove only that 4 identies points here. The other proofs are similar. By
denition, 4 consists of all sets ff 2 LSC(R) : f( I u) > vg for u 2 dom(I) and
v 2 dom(Q). Let f; g 2 LSC(R) with, say, f(x) < g(x) for some x 2 R. Fix v 2 Q
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with f(x) < v < g(x). Then fy 2 R : g(y) > vg is an open set containing x by
lower semi-continuity of g. Thus, there is a closed rational neighbourhood I u of x such
that g( I u) > v and f( I u) 6> v. That is, f and g are seperated by \ucj v", hence 4
identies points.
Example 6. Consider the l.s.c. function f 2 LSC(R) in Example 1. Let lI (u) and
rI (u) be the left and right endpoints of interval I , respectively. Dene a set  f 
by
 f := fucj v : ((lI (u)< x0 _ x16lI (u)) & v < (y0=x0)  lI (u)) _
(x06lI (u) & rI (u)6x1 & v < y2) _
(lI (u)< x1 < rI (u) & v < y1)g:
Any innite sequence p which enumerates the set  f is a 4-name of f.
The topologies , 4 and 5 are the compact-open topologies associated with the
corresponding topologies on R (see [6]). C(R), LSC(R) and USC(R) are three dierent
sets with C(R) = LSC(R) \ USC(R). The fully eective versions of these properties
are expressed by the reducibility relations between the three rerpresentations , 4
and 5 in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. (1) 64 and 65.
(2) There is a computable function h : !  ! ! ! such that f = h(p; q)
if 4(p) = f and 5(q) = f.
(3) For any representation , 64 & 65 () 6.
(4) Let c4 and 
c
5 be the restrictions of 4 and 5 to C(R), respectively. Then
c4 6 t, c5 6 t, c5 6 tc4 and c4 6 tc5.
Proof. (1) Consider (p) = f. Then p = ]u0cj v0]u1cj v1]    is a list of all ucj v
with f( Iu) Iv. There is a computable function e :  !  such that Q(e(v)) =
inf Iv. Then 4(q) = f for q = ]u0cj e(v0)]u1cj e(v1)]    . There is some TT-machine,
which transforms any such p to the corresponding q. Therefore 64. The reduction
65 can be proved accordingly.
(2) Consider 4(p) = 5(q) = f. Then p enumerates all ucj v with f( Iu)> v and
q enumerates all ucj v with f( Iu) < v. We obtain: f( Iu) Iv i there are words v1; v2
such that ucj v1 is enumerated by p, ucj v2 is enumerated by q and Iv = ( v1; v2). We
can construct a TT-machine which, with input (p; q) 2 !  !, enumerates all ucj v
satisfying the above property. The function h computed by this machine satises (2).
(3) To prove the implication \)", let f; g : ! ! ! be computable trans-
lators from  to 4 and  to 5, respectively. Dene h0 : ! ! ! by h0(p) =
h(f(p); g(p)), where h is the computable function given by (2). Then h0 is computable
and translates  to .
The implication \(" of (3) follows from (1) directly by transitivity of reduction.
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(4) Assume that c46t
c
5. By Theorem 2.3, the identity id : LSC(R)! USC(R)
must be (4; 5)-continuous. We obtain V := ff 2 C(R) : f[0; 1]< 1g = id−1ff 2
USC(R) : f[0; 1] < 1g = U \ C(R) for some U 2 4. Dene g; h : R ! R by
g(x) = 0 and h(x) = 1 for all x 2 R. Then g 2 V and h 62 V . Since 4 is a subbase
of 4, there are V1; V2;    ; Vk 2 4 with g 2 V1 \ V2 \    \ Vk U . For i = 1;    ; k
there are ui; vi with f 2 Vi () f( I ui) > vi. From g 2 Vi we conclude 0 > vi,
hence h 2 Vi for all i. But h 62 U , contradiction. Therefore, c4 6 tc5. c5 6 tc4 can be
proved accordingly. The other two statements follow from these and (1).
Notice in (4), that there are not even continuous translations. In particular, (3) states
that  is the greatest lower bound of 4 and 5. As a consequence, a real function
is -computable, i it is both 4-computable and 5-computable.
It is not dicult to show that a function f is a  (4, 5)-computable element
of C(R) (LSC(R), USC(R)) i it is (; ) ((; <), (; >))-computable. We obtain
this from the more general theorem below. First, we introduce a general method for
dening natural representations of function spaces.
Denition 3.5. For representations  : ! ! M , 0 : ! ! M 0 and a set X M
dene the representation [ ! 0]X of the set G(X ) of (; 0)-continuous functions
g : X ! M 0 by: [! 0]X (p) = g, i !!(p) encodes g w.r.t. (; 0).
Theorem 3.6. Let  be a representation of a subset of G(X ) then
(1) 6[! 0]X () (f; x) 7! f(x) is (; ; 0)-computable,
(2) 6t[! 0]X () (f; x) 7! f(x) is (; ; 0)-continuous.
Proof. (1) \)": Let h : ! ! ! be a computable function translating  to [ !
0]X . Then we have (p)((q)) = 0(!!h(p)(q)) for all p 2 dom() and q 2 −1(X ).
Dene h0 : !! ! ! by h0(p; q) := !!h(p)(q). By the utm-theorem for !! in
Example 2, the function h0 is computable. Therefore, the function (f; x) ! f(x) is
(; ; 0)-computable.
\(": Let h0 : !! ! ! be a computable function such that (p)((q)) =
0h0(p; q). By the smn-theorem for !! there is a computable function h : ! ! !
such that h0(p; q) = !!h(p)(q). Then h translates  to [! 0]X .
Part (2) can be proved accordingly.
By above general theorem, the representation [ ! 0]X is complete under the re-
ductions 6 and 6t in the set of all representations  of the subsets of G(X ) for which
the apply function (f; x) 7! f(x) is (; ; 0)-computable and (; ; 0)-continuous, re-
spectively. Notice, that -names usually give more \nitely accessible" informations
about the named object than 0-names if 60. So, roughly speaking, [! 0]X is the
\poorest" representation of G(X ), for which the apply-function becomes computable.
If a representation of a space of functions between represented sets shall be used
mainly for computing function values f(x) for inputs x, then the above representation
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(or any equivalent one) is the canonical choice. The representations of C(R), LSC(R)
and USC(R) derived from information structures in Denition 3.2 are pairwise equiv-
alent to those derived from continuity w.r.t. , < and >.
Theorem 3.7.   [! ]R, 4  [! <]R, 5  [! >]R.
Proof. We prove only 4  [!<]R here. The other two statements can be shown
accordingly.
\46[! <]R": Let 4(p) = f and (q) = x for f 2 LSC(R) and x 2 R. Then
p and q enumerate all u1cj v1 and u2cj v2 which satisfy f( I u1 )> v1 and u2 < x < v2,
respectively. Since f(x)6 lim inf y!x f(y), for any v 2 dom(Q), v < f(x) i
9u1; u2; v2(]u1cj v] @ p & ]u2cj v2] @ q & ( u2; v2) Iu1 ): (3)
There is a TT-machine M which, with input (p; q) 2 !  !, enumerates all v 2
dom(Q) which statisfy condition (3). If p 2 dom(4) and q 2 dom() then 4(p)(
(q)) = <fM (p; q). By the smn-theorem for !! there is a computable function h :
! ! ! with fM (p; q) = !!(h(p))(q). Therefore, h translates 4 to [!<]R.
\4>[ ! <]R": Let f = [ ! <]R(p). Then f((q)) = <(!!(p)(q)) =
<(M (p; q)) for any q 2 dom(), where M is a universal TT-machine for !!. Let
M (p; q)[n] denote the nite word written by M on the output tape under the input
(p; q) in n-steps. For any u 2 dom(I) and v 2 dom(Q) we have
v < f( I u) () 8x 2 I u ( v < f(x))
() 8x 2 I u (9q 2 −1fxg ( v < <M (p; q))
() 8x 2 I u (9q 2 −1fxg 9n (]v] @ M (p; q)[n])
() 8x 2 I u 9n 9z 2 W () (x 2 (z!) &
8r 2 ! (]v] @ M (p; zr)[n]));
where W () is the set of all nite words ]u0cj v0]u1cj v1]    ]uncj vn] for n 2 N and
ui; vi 2 dom(Q). Since every set (z!) is open and I u is compact, nitely many
suce to cover it, hence v < f( I u) i
9n; k9z0    zk 2 W ()

I u
[
i6k
(zi!) & 8i6k(]v] @ M (p; zi0!)[n])

:
Note that, for any z 2 W (), (z!) = Tf( u; v) : ]ucj v] @ zg is a rational open
interval which can be determined eectively from z in nitely many steps. Therefore,
there is a TT-machine, which for input p enumerates all ucj v which satisfy v < f( I u).
This machine translates [! <]R to 4.
Therefore,  is, except for equivalence, the \poorest" representation of C(R), for
which the apply-function becomes computable w.r.t. (; ). By a well-known theorem
(see e.g. [4, 6]), a function f : R ! R is lower semi-continuous, i its hypograph
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hypo(f) := f(x; a) 2 R2 : a < f(x)g is open. For a fully eective characterization of
this denition we use the representation 2o of the set of open subsets of R2 dened in
Section 2.
Theorem 3.8. Dene a representation e of LSC(R) by
e(p) = f () (2)o (p) = hypo(f):
Then we have e  4.
Proof. \46e": Let 4(p) = f. Then p enumerates all ucj v which satisfy f( I u)> v.
We have I
(2)
(w) hypo(f) i
9u; v

]ucj v] @ p & I
(2)
(w) bel( I u; v)

: (4)
where bel( I u; v) = f(x; y) 2 R2 : x 2 I u & y < vg.
Construct a TT-machine M such that M under the input p 2 ! enumerates all w 2
dom( I
(2)
) which satisfy (4). Then we have e(fM (p)) = 4(p) for p 2 dom(4),
hence 46e.
\e64": Consider e(p) = f. Then p enumerates all w 2 dom(I (2)) which satisfy
I
(2)
(w) hypo(f). We obtain f( I u)> v i
9u1; w

]w] @ p & I (2)(w) = Iu  Iu1 & v = max(Iu1 )

: (5)
Construct a TT-machine M which, under the input p 2 !, enumerates all ucj v
which satisfy (5). Then the function fM translates e to 4.
By symmetry, a corresponding theorem can be proved for u.s.c. real functions w.r.t.
the epigraph epi(f) := f(x; a) : f(x) < ag and, as a corollary, also for continuous
functions w.r.t. cographs, i.e. the complements of graphs, of continuous real functions.
The above denitions and theorems can be transferred without diculties from real
functions with domain R to real functions with domain [0; 1]. For technical reasons, we
dene C[0; 1] := ff : R ! R : f continuous and dom(f) = [0; 1]g, and LSC[0; 1]
and USC[0; 1] correspondingly. We shall denote the corresponding representations by
an additional superscript \", i.e. we have representations , 5, 4 etc..
We introduce further useful representations based on uniform approximation by poly-
gon functions. Let PG be the set of polygon functions on [0; 1] with rational vertices,
and let pg be a standard notation of the set PG such that cj and ] are not in w
if w 2 dom(pg). On the set C[0; 1] we consider the maximum metric dened by
d(f; g) := maxfjf(x) − g(x)j : x 2 [0; 1]g. The set PG is dense in the metric space
(C[0; 1]; d). By a classical theorem of Baire, f 2 LSC(X ) i there is a sequence
(fn)n2N of functions from C(X ) such that 8x 2 X (f(x) = supn fn(x)). We use these
facts to introduce further representations for our function spaces by means of informa-
tion structures.
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Denition 3.9. Information structures (C[0; 1]; =; =), (LSC[0; 1]; <; <) and (USC
[0; 1]; >; >) are dened by their notations as follows:
(1) f 2 =(w) () (w = ucj v and pgu < f < pgv),
(2) f 2 <(u) () pgu < f,
(3) f 2 >(v) () pgv > f.
Let =, < and > be the derived standard representations.
Again, these representations are pairwisely equivalent to those dened above.
Theorem 3.10. =  [! ][0;1], <  [! <][0;1], >  [! >][0;1].
Proof. We prove only the equivalence =  [! ][0;1]. The other proofs are similar
and omitted here.
\=6[ ! ][0;1]": There is a TT-machine M , which on input (p; q) 2 !  !
produces a list of all u0cj v0 (separated by ]) such that there are ]ucj v] @ q and ]rcj s] @
p with u0 = inf pgr( u; v) and v0 = suppgs( u; v). Obviously, fM encodes (f; x) 7! f(x)
w.r.t. (=; ; ), i.e., =(p)((q)) = fM (p; q) for any p 2 dom(=) and q 2 −1[0; 1].
By Theorem 3.6, we have =6[! ][0;1].
\[ ! ][0;1]6=": We have shown in Theorem 3.7 that   [ ! ]R, and it
is not dicult to see that this is true for the restriction to C[0; 1] too, i.e., we have
  [! ][0;1]. It suces now to show that 6=.
Let (p) = f. Then p enumerates all ucj v which satisfy f( I u) Iv. By continuity
of the polygons and f, we have pgu[0; 1]< f[0; 1]< pgv[0; 1] i
8x 2 [0; 1]9u1

x 2 Iu1 & maxpgu( I u1 )< f( I u1 )< minpgv( I u1 )

which, by the compactness of [0; 1], is further equivalent to the following condition
9k9u0; v0; : : : ; uk ; vk
 
[0; 1]
[
fIui : i6kg &
8i6k

]uicj vi] @ p & Ivi 

maxpgu( I ui);minpgv( I ui)
!
:
(6)
We can construct now a TT-machine M , which on input p enumerates all ucj v which
satisfy condition (6). Then the function fM translates  to =. It follows that [ !
][0;1]6=.
Useful representations for C[0; 1], LSC[0; 1] and USC[0; 1] are given by fast con-
verging Cauchy sequences, increasing sequences and decreasing sequences of polygon
functions on [0; 1], respectively.
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Denition 3.11. Dene representations C , ! and  of C[0; 1], LSC[0; 1] and USC
[0; 1], respectively, as follows:
C(p) = f () p = ]u0]u1]    & f = limn!1 pgun &
8m8n > m(d(pgum ; pgun)< 2−m);
!(p) = f () p = ]u0]u1]    & f = limn!1 pgun &
8m8n > m(pgum < pgun); and
 (p) = f () p = ]u0]u1]    & f = limn!1 pgun &
8m8n > m(pgum > pgun):
Theorem 3.12. C  =, <  ! and >   
Proof. (sketch for C  =). Suppose p 2 dom(C) with p = ]u0]u1]u2]    such
that C(p) = f. From p we can compute a sequence q such that
]ucj v] @ q () 9n

pgu < (pgun − 2−n) & (pgvn + 2−n)< pgv

:
Then we have =(q) = f and hence C6=.
On the other hand, if =(p) = f with p = ]u0cj v0]u1cj v1]u2cj v2]    , then we can
dene inductively a recursive function s : N! N by
s(0) = 0
s(n+ 1) = m > s(n)(d(pgum ; pgvm)< 2
−(n+1)):
Then the sequence q = ]us(0)]us(1)]us(2)]    satises C(q) = f. Hence we obtain
=6C .
In summary, the representations 4, [ ! <]R and e of LSC(R) are equivalent,
and the respentations 4, [ ! <][0;1], e , C and ! of LSC[0; 1] are equivalent.
We may conclude that the topology and computability on LSC(R) and LSC[0; 1],
respectively, induced by these representations are natural. These remarks hold for upper
semi-continuous and continuous real functions accordingly.
4. Operations on the function spaces
In this section we study computability of several operations on continuous and semi-
continuous real functions. Consider e.g. the statement: For all f 2 LSC(R) and all
a 2 R, the set A := fx 2 R : a < f(x)g is open. While classical analysis is mainly
interested in the existence of A, we shall ask whether the operator (f; a) 7! A is
computable. For a precise denition we use the representations of semi-continuous
functions, real numbers, open sets, etc. we have introduced so far. We shall consider
also limits of sequences of functions, the intermediate function operation of Tong [19],
open preimages of functions, compact images of functions, etc.
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By the rst theorem our function spaces are closed under appropriate limits. For
handling !-ary functions, we introduce a standard tupling function 1 : (!)! ! !
by 1(p0; p1;   )hi; ji := pi(j), where (i; j) 7! hi; ji is the standard Cantor pairing
function on !. 1 is bijective, continuous w.r.t. the !-product of the Cantor topology
and the projections 1n of its inverse are computable. For any representation  :
! ! M we dene its !-power ! : ! ! M! by !1(p0; p1;    ) :=
((p0); (p1); : : : ).
Theorem 4.1. (1) The supremum function (f0; f1; f2; : : : ) 7! supi2N fi is (!4; 4)-
computable on the set of upper bounded sequences of functions from LSC(R).
(2) The function (f0; f1; : : : ) 7! limi!1 fi is (!C; C)-computable on the set of
Cauchy sequences (fi)i2N of functions from C[0; 1] with d(fi; fj)< 2−i for j > i.
Proof. (1) Suppose !4(p) = (f0; f1; f2; : : : ) with p = 
1(p0; p1; p2; : : : ). Then
pi enumerates all ucj v satisfying fi( I u) > v. For upper bounded !4(p), the function
f := supi2N fi exists and f( I u) > v i fi( I u) > v for some i 2 N. Therefore some
TT-machine translates any p to some 4-name of supi 
!
4(p).
(2) Assume 1(p0; p1;    ) = p, fi = C(pi) and pi = ]ui;0]ui;1]    with
pg(ui;m) 2 PG, such that all the Cauchy conditions hold. Dene q = ]v0]v1]    with
vi = ui+2;i+2. Then C(q) = limi!1 fi. The sequence q can be computed from p.
Remark. The rst statement of above theorem holds accordingly for upper semi-
continuous functions and also holds for functions on [0; 1] accordingly. The second
statement can be expressed as follows: the space C[0; 1] is computationally complete.
Notice, that only fast converging Cauchy sequences are considered.
If f is lower semi-continuous and g is upper semi-continuous such that g6f, then
g6h6f for some continuous function h [19]. The next theorem is a computational
version of this fact. Essentially, it states that the relation B := f(f; g; h) 2 LSC[0; 1]
USC[0; 1] C[0; 1] : g6h6fg is (4; 5; )-computable but has no (4; 5; )-
continuous choice function.
Theorem 4.2. There is a computable function h : !! ! ! such that 5(q)6
h(p; q)6

4(p), whenever 

5(q)6

4(p). In addition, 

5(q)(x)< 

h(p; q)(x)<
4(p)(x), whenever 

5(q)(x)< 

4(p)(x). However, there is no (

4; 

5; 

)-contin-
uous function H : LSC[0; 1]USC[0; 1]! C[0; 1] such that g6H (f; g)6f, when-
ever g6f.
Proof. By Theorems 3.10, 3.12, it suces to consider <, > and C . Consider f =
<(p), g = >(q) and g6f. From p and q we can choose eectively in p and q two
sequences (un)n2N and (vn)n2N of words, such that the rational polygons fn := pgun
and gn := pgvn on [0; 1] have the following properties:
(i) f0 < g0 and 8n 2 N(fn < fn+1 & gn > gn+1);
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(ii) supn2N fn(x) = f(x) & inf n2N gn(x) = g(x), for any x 2 [0; 1];
(iii) 8n 2 N

gn(x)− fn(x)< 2−n−1

, for any x 2 [0; 1].
Dene inductively a sequence (hn)n2N of functions by
h0(x) = f0(x);
hn+1(x) = maxfhn(x);minffn+1(x); gn+1(x)gg:
Then obviously (hn)n2N is a sequence of rational polygons on [0; 1]. There is a TT-
machine M which on input (p; q) computes a sequence r := ]w0]w1]    with hn =
pgwn for all n 2 N.
Consider x 2 [0; 1] and dene an := fn(x), bn := gn(x) and cn := hn(x) for short. By
denition we have cn6cn+1 for all n 2 N. An easy induction shows an6bn ) cn = an
for all n 2 N. Let N 2 N such that aN6bN and aN+1 > bN+1. Again by induction
we obtain easily cn = cN+1 for all n > N .
We show jcn+1−cnj< 2−n−1: Case an+16bn+1, 06cn+1−cn6an+1−an6bn−an <
2−n−1. Consider aN6bN and aN+1 > bN+1. Then 06cN+1− cN = maxfcN ;minfaN+1;
bN+1gg − cN = maxfaN ; bN+1g − aN6maxfaN ; bNg − aN6bN − aN < 2−N−1 and for
n > N : 06cn+1 − cn = 0.
Therefore, h := limn!1 hn exists in (C[0; 1]; d). If an6bn for all n, then an = cn
for all n, hence f(x) = h(x) = g(x). If aN6bN and aN+1 > bN+1 for some N then
cN+1 = maxfaN ; bN+1g and bN+2 < bN+16maxfaN ; bN+1g < aN+1, hence g(x) <
h(x)< f(x). Therefore, g6h6f or g < h < f, respectively.
Since the sequence (hn)n2N converges with speed 2−n, h = C(r). The function fM
satises the properties stated for h in the theorem.
Finally, we prove the last statement of the theorem by reducing it to a simpler lemma
which is of separate interest.
Lemma 4.3. The relation D := f(x; y; z) 2 R3 :y6z6xg has no (<; >; )-continuous
choice function.
Proof. Assume by contradiction, that F : R  R ! R is a (<; >; )-continuous
choice function. Then by Theorem 2.3, F is (<; >; R)-continuous. Let G := f(x; y) 2
R2 : y6xg. Since the product topology <  > is f(a;1)  (−1; b) : a; b 2 Rg,
there are a; b; a0; b0 2 R with: F−1(0; 1) = (a;1)  (−1; b) \ G, and F−1(1; 2) =
(a0;1) (−1; b0)\G. Choose a0 > maxfa; a0g and b0 < minfb; b0g. Then (a0; b0) 2
F−1(0; 1) \ F−1(1; 2). This cannot be true.
Proof. (Theorem 4.2, continued). For x 2 R dene Cx : [0; 1] ! R by Cx(y) = x.
Then the function T : x 7! Cx is (<; 4)-computable and (>; 5)-computable, and
its inverse is (; )-computable, Therefore T is (<; 4)-continuous and (>; 5)-
continuous, and its inverse is (; R)-continuous. Assume, there is a (4; 

5; 

)-
continuous function H (Theorem 4.2). Then (x; y) 7! T−1H (T (x); T (y)) is a (<; >;
)-continuous choice function for D from Lemma 4.3. This is a contradiction.
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Remark. The rst statement of Theorem 4.2 becomes false, if we exchange l.s.c. and
u.s.c.
In fact, it is not necessary that a continuous function h exists between the l.s.c.
function f and u.s.c. function g if f6g. Even if such an h exists, the statement
becomes false too. Assume by contradiction that there is a continuous function h :
!! ! ! such that 4(p)6h(p; q)65(q) if 4(p)6f65(q) for some f 2
C[0; 1].
Fix p0; q0 2 ! such that 4(p0) = C0 and 5(q0) = C1 are the constant
functions on [0; 1] which take values 0 and 1, respectively. Suppose, w.l.o.g., that
0< a < h(p0; q0)(1=2)61 for some a 2 Q. By the continuity of h(p0; q0), there
is a rational interval Iu0 containing 1=2 such that a < 

h(p0; q0)( I u0 )61 < 2. Let
Iv0 = (a; 2), then we have 

h(p0; q0)( I u0 ) Iv0 , hence ]u0cj v0] @ h(p0; q0) by the def-
inition of . Suppose ]u0cj v0] @ h(p0; q0) j n for some n 2 N. By the continuity of h,
there is m 2 N such that h(p; q) j n = h(p0; q0) j n whenever (p; q) 2 dom(h) satises
p jm = p0 jm and q jm = q0 jm. Especially let q1 = (q0 jm)q0, where 5(q0) = Ca.
Then we have 5(q1) = Ca and q1 jm = q0 jm. This implies the following contra-
diction: a = 5(q1)(1=2)>

h(p0; q1)(1=2)> a becauce 1=2 2 Iu0 & Iv0 = (a; 2) and
]u0cj v0] @ h(p0; q0) j n = h(p0; q1) j n.
A set AR is open, i its characteristic function A is in LSC(R), i A = f−1(0;1)
for some f 2 LSC(R), i A = f−1(0;1) for some f 2 C(R). The following theorem
is an eective version of these facts.
Theorem 4.4. (1) The function A 7! A on R is (o; 4)-computable.
(2) The function f 7! f−1(0;1) on LSC(R) is (4; o)-computable.
(3) The function f 7! f−1(0;1) on C(R) is (; o)-computable.
(4) The relation Q := f(A; f) 2 R  C(R) : A = f−1(0;1)g is (o; )-computable.
(5) The relation Q from (4) has no (o; )-continuous choice function H : R !
C(R) (which means A = (H (A))−1(0;1)).
Proof. (1) For any open set AR with A = o(p), p enumerates all w satisfying
Iw A. There is a TT-machine M which, under the input p, enumerates the set N (A) :=
fucj v : 9n 2 N( v6−1=n or ( I uA & v6n=(n+1))g. Then A = 4(q) if q = fM (p).
Therefore, fM is the computable function transforming o-name of open set A to a
4-name of the l.s.c. function A.
(2) For a l.s.c. function f : R! R , let p be any of its 4-names, i.e. 4(p) = f.
p enumerates all ucj v satisfying f( I u)> v. There is a TT-machine M which, for input
p, enumerates the set N (f) := fw : f( Iw) > 0g = fw : 9v( v = 0 & ]wcj v] @ p)g.
Then f−1(0;1) = o(q) for q = fM (p). Hence the function fM : ! ! !
transforms 4-name of l.s.c. function f to a o-name of the open set A = f−1(0;1).
(3) Follows from (2) by Theorem 3.4(1).
(4) For any rational open interval Iw = (a; b), let hw : R ! R be the piecewise
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linear continuous function which connects all points (1; 0), (a; 0), ((a+b)=2; 1), (b; 0)
and (1; 0) of R2 in order.
For any open set A = o(p) with p = ]u0]u1]u2]    , dene a function (p) by
(p)(x) =
P1
i=0 2
−ihpfig(x). It is not dicult to see that (p) is a continuous function
satisfying A = (p)−1(0;1).
Note that
Pn
i=0 2
−ihpfig(x)6(p)(x)6
Pn
i=0 2
−ihpfig(x) + 2−n for any x 2 R and
n 2 N. So we have that (p)( I u) Iv i there exists n 2 N such that
min
 nP
i=0
2−ihpfig( I u)

; max
 nP
i=0
2−ihpfig( I u)

+ 2−n

 Iv: (7)
There is a TT-machine M which on the input p enumerates all ucj v satisfying the
condition (7). Then (p) = fM (p) for p 2 dom(o). That is, fM witnesses the
(o; )-computability of the relation Q.
(5) Suppose by contradiction that there is such a (o; )-continuous choice function
H : R ! C(R).
Consider the open sets U = (0; 1) and V = (0; 1=2) [ (1=2; 1). Because 1=2 2 U
we know that H (U )(1=2)> 0, and by 1=2 62 V and the continuity of H (V ), we have
H (V )(1=2) = 0. By continuity of the functions H (U ) and H (V ), there are two rational
open intervals Iu0 and Iv0 such that
1=2 2 Iu0 & H (V )( I u0 ) Iv0 & H (U )( I u0 )> max(Iv0 ): (8)
Let  u0 ;v0 = ff 2 C(R) : f( I u0 ) Iv0g. Then  u0 ;v0 is an open set of . By (o; )-
continuity of H and Theorem 2.3, H−1( u0 ;v0 ) is an open set of o which contains V .
Note that the class of all Ku := fA 2 R : I uAg for u 2 dom(I) forms a subbase
of o. So there are u1; u2; : : : ; um such that V 2 Ku1 \ Ku2 \ : : : \ Kum H−1( u0 ;v0 ).
Because V U , it follows that U 2 Ku1\Ku2\ : : : \Kum H−1( u0 ;v0 ). This contradicts
(8).
For any continuous function f : R! R, f−1(U ) is open, whenever U is open. The
following theorem is an eective version.
Theorem 4.5. (1) The function (f; a) 7! f−1(a;1) is (4; >; o)-computable for
f 2 LSC(R) and a 2 R.
(2) The function (f;U ) 7! f−1(U ) is (; o; o)-computable for f 2 C(R) and
U 2 R.
Proof. (1) Consider f = 4(p) and a = >(q). p and q enumerate all ucj v and w
satisfying f( I u) > v and a < w, respectively. There is a TT-machine M which, for
the input (p; q), enumerates the set N (f; a) := fu : f( I u) > ag = fu 2 dom(I) :
9v(]ucj v] @ p & ]v] @ qg. Then o(fM (p; q)) = f−1(a;1). That is, the function
(f; a) 7! f−1(a;1) is (4; >; o)-computable.
(2) For any continuous function f = (p) and open set U = o(q), p and q
enumerate all ucj v and w which satisfy f( I u) Iv and Iw U , respectively. Dene a
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set N (f;U ) := fu 2 dom(I) : 9v(f( I u) Iv & I vU )g = fu 2 dom(I) : 9v(]ucj v] @
p & ]v] @ qg. There is a TT-machine M which enumerates the set N (!(p); o(q))
under the input (p; q). Then ofM (p; q) = f−1(U ), i.e., fM witnesses that the function
(f;U ) 7! f−1(U ) is (!; o; o)-computable.
Part (1) of Theorem 4.5 holds for accordingly for u.s.c. functions.
For any function f 2 C(R), f(A) is compact, whenever A is compact. For uniformly
eective formulations we use the representations  and w dened in Section 2. The
following theorem is from [11].
Theorem 4.6. The function (f; A) 7! f(A) is both (; w; w)-computable and (; ;
)-computable for f 2 C(R) and compact AR.
For any l.s.c. function f : R! R, minf(A) exist for any compact set AR. Next
theorem eectivizes this fact.
Theorem 4.7. (1) The minimum function (f; A) 7! minf(A) for l.s.c. function f 2
LSC(R) and compact set A is (4; w; <)-computable.
(2) The supremum function (f; A) 7! supf(A) for f 2 LSC(R) and open set A is
(4; o; <)-computable.
(3) The function (f; A) 7! minf(A) for f 2 C(R) and compact set A is (; w;
<)-computable and (; ; )-computable.
Proof. (1) Let f = 4(p) and A = w(q). Then p and q enumerate all ucj v and all
nite words u0cj u1cj    cj un which satisfy f( I u) > v and A
S
i6n Iui , respectively.
There is a TT-machine M which for input (p; q) enumerates all w satisfying: there is
n 2 N such that w is equal to
minf vi : i6n& 9u0; : : : un(]u0cj    cj un] @ q& 8i6n(]uicj vi] @ p))g:
Then it is easy to see that minf(A) = <fM (p; q). Note that the set of w which
satisfy above condition does not depend on the choice of names of f and A and this
proves the assertion (1).
The proofs for (2) and (3) which we omit here can be given in a similar way.
The rst two statements of Theorem 4.7 hold for u.s.c. functions accordingly, and
the third statement holds accordingly for the maximum.
5. Computability
Remember that an object is called -computable, i it has a computable -name.
Since computable function on ! map computable sequences to computable ones, a
(; 0)-computable function maps -computable objects to 0-computable objects. By
this observation, we obtain a number of corollaries of Theorems from Sections 3 and 4.
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Corollary 5.1. For any function f : R! R, we have
(1) f is -computable i it is (; )-computable,
(2) f is 4-computable i it is (; <)-computable,
(3) f is 5-computable i it is (; >)-computable.
Proof. By Theorem 3.7.
Especially, we shall call a function f : R! R lower (upper) semi-computable (l.s.
comp. (u.s.comp.) in short) i it is 4 (5)-computable. From the discussions above
we know that lower (upper) semi-computability is the natural eectivizations of lower
(upper) semi-continuity.
Now we will discuss some properties of the l.s.comp. functions. The next two the-
orems follow directly from the corresponding results in the last sections.
Theorem 5.2 (Eective Baire Theorem). A function f 2 LSC[0; 1] is l.s.comp. i
there is a computable increasing sequence (pgn)n2N of rational polygons on [0; 1]
such that f(x) = limn!1 pgn(x) for all x 2 [0; 1].
Theorem 5.3. Suppose f and g are lower semi-computable and upper semi-computable
real functions on [0; 1], respectively, such that g(x)6f(x) for all x 2 [0; 1]. Then
there is a computable real function h on [0; 1] such that g(x)6h(x)6f(x) for all
x 2 [0; 1].
Example 7. The function dened in Fig. 1 is lower semi-computable, if x0 and x1 are
computable and y0; y1 and y2 are <-computable. Notice that the set  f in Example
6 is r.e., hence there is a recursive sequence p which enumerates  f, i.e., p is a
computable 4-name of f.
The next theorem shows that, >-computability of x0 suces to prove lower semi-
comoutability of f.
Theorem 5.4. For any l.s.comp. function f and real number a 2 R, we have,
(1) If lim inf x!+a f(x)> f(a), then a is >-computable; and
(2) If lim inf x!−a f(x)> f(a), then a is <-computable.
Proof. (1) Choose a rational number r such that lim inf x!+a f(x) > r > f(a).
Then there is a rational number a1 such that f(x) > r for any x 2 (a; a1], i.e.,
(a; a1]f−1(r;1). By Theorem 4.5, f−1(r;1) is a o-computable open set. Suppose
that o(p) = f−1(r;1) for a computable sequence p 2 !. Dene a computable
sequences (rn)n2N of rational numbers by
rn := inf (fa1g [
[
f I u : ]u] @ p j n & a1 2 I ug):
Then rn>rn+1 for all n 2 N and limn!1 rn = a. Thus a is >-computable.
(2) Similar to (1).
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Corollary 5.5. Let f be a l.s.comp. function. Let a 2 R be a discountinuous point
of rst class, i.e., limx!+a f(x), limx!−a f(x) and f(a) exist but they are not equal.
Then we have,
(1) If f is left (right) continuous at the point a, i.e., limx!−a f(x) = f(a)
(limx!+a f(x) = f(a)), then a is >-computable (<-computable).
(2) If limx!−a f(x) = limx!+a f(x)> f(a), then a is -computable.
Proof. Directly from Theorem 5.4.
A sequence (xn)n2N of real numbers is a function f : N ! R with f(n) = xn.
Usually, a sequence of real numbers is called computable, i it is (N ; )-computable.
It is well know that every computable real function f is sequentially computable, i.e.,
f maps every computable sequence (xn)n2N to a computable sequence (f(xn))n2N (see
[12]). For semi-computble function, we have similar result.
Theorem 5.6. Let f : R! R be a l.s.comp. function and (xn)n2N a computable se-
quence of real numbers. Then (f(xn))n2N is a (N ; <)-comptable sequence.
Proof. The function g : N ! R with g(n) = xn is (N ; )-computable. The function
f : R ! R is [ ! <]R-computable, hence (; <)-computable. Therefore fg is
(N ; <)-computable.
Ge and Nerode have suggested in [7] another eectivization of lower semi-continuity.
They call a function f : [0; 1] ! R with upper bound k recursively lower semi-
continuous (r.l.s.c. in short) if the set E(f) := f(u; a) 2 R2 : f(u)6a6kg is a
recursive closed set in the sense of Richards and Zhou [14], where k is a xed natural
number. That is, f is r.l.s.c. i there is a recursive sequence (wn)n2N of real points in
R R such that limn!1 d(E(f); Xn) = 0 eectively, where d is the Hausdorf metric
(cf. [4]) and Xn = fw0; w1; : : : ; wng for all n 2 N. It is clear that, if f is r.l.s.c. , then
f is lower semi-continuous.
Our lower semi-computability dened above is more general than recursively lower
semi-continuity, because we do not restrict ourself only to the uper bounded real func-
tions dened on some compact set. The next theorem shows that, even for nontrivial
case, the concept of r.l.s.c. is strictly stronger than the lower semi-computability too.
Theorem 5.7. If f : [0; 1] ! R is recursively lower semi-continuous,then f is lower
semi-computable. The inverse is not true.
Proof. Suppose that f is r.l.s.c. and (wn)n2N is the recursive sequence of real points
in RR such that limn!1 d(E(f); Xn) = 0 eectively for Xn = fw0; : : : ; wng. Then, by
the denition of recursive sequence of real points, there is a recursive double sequence
(an;m)n;m2N of rational numbers such that limn!1 d(E(f); An) = 0 eectively, where
An := fa0;n; a1;n; : : : an;ng. This menas that there is a recursive sequence (rn)n2N of
rational numbers such that limn!1 rn = 0 eectively and 8n 2 N(d(E(f); An)< rn).
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Let B(ak;n; rn) be the rational open rn-neighbourhood of point ak;n. Then fB(ak;n; rn) :
k6ng forms a nite cover of E(f) for any n 2 N because d(E(f); An)< rn (see [4]).
For any interval I R and a 2 R, let bel(I; a) = f(x; y) 2 RR : x 2 I & y < ag. By
a simple algorithm, we can construct a computable sequence p 2 ! which enumerates
the set f(u; v) 2  : 9n 2 N (Sk6n B(ak;n; rn)T bel( I u; v) = ;)g.
Note that f( I u) > v i
S
k6n B(ak;n; rn)
T
bel( I u; v) = ; for some n 2 N. So we
have 4(p) = f, i.e., f is lower semi computable.
To show that the inverse is not true, let a be <-computable but not -computable
real number. Dene a function f by f(x) = a for all a 2 [0; 1]. Then it is easy to see
that f is lower semi computable. On the other hand, f is also a convex function. If
f is r.l.s.c. , then, by convexity, it must be computable [7]. This is not the case.
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